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WHAT’S A PODCAST AND 
WHO ARE POD BIBLE?

WELCOME TO POD BIBLE //

WHAT’S A PODCAST?

To put it simply, a podcast is a digital audio file 
made available on the internet for downloading 
or streaming to a computer or alternative 
device. To be a little less clinical, it’s a radio 
show that you can listen to wherever and 
whenever you choose without being interupted 
by weather bulletins or travel updates.

Right now there are over 525,000 different 
podcasts available to listen to, ranging 
from highly produced shows recorded in 
professional studios by major broadcasters to 
rough and ready homemade shows recorded 
on a laptop in someones bedroom. If you have 
a computer and an internet connection, you 
can make a podcast, making it one of the most 
democratic mediums around.  

WHAT'S IT GOING TO COST ME? 

Nothing! They’re absolutely free! Many of the 
larger podcasts will feature adverts and some 
offer access to extra content for a small fee but 
99% of podcasts are available for you to listen 
to on demand for nothing at all. 

There are literally millions of hours of top quality 
content out there for you to explore - so what's 
stopping you?!

POD BIBLE: THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Our aim at Pod Bible is to be the go to 
publication for all podcast listeners. Whether 
you’re looking for a new recommendation or to 
be reminded of a classic episode you haven’t 
heard for ages, we’re here for you.

Each issue will feature interviews with leading 
podcasters as well as a variety of reviews, 
recommendations and insights into the world 
of podcasting.

We’re also looking for you to get involved. Got 
a podcast you’re desperate to recommend? 
Email us and let us know why you love it! Host a 
podcast yourself and want to spread the word? 
Hit us up on social media!

LETS SPREAD THE WORD OF POD! 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF PODCASTING

WANT TO BECOME A PART OF 
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE 
TO PODCASTS?

@podbible

Serial becomes the fastest 
growing podcast ever

2014

With 261,670 downloads, Ricky 
Gervais sets the record for the 

most downloaded podcast

2007

An article in The Guardian coins 
the term ‘podcasting’

2004
The first ever online feed of 
audio files “Open Source” is 
released in Cambridge, UK

2003

Apple announces 1 billion 
podcast subscribers

2013

Pod Bible is born
2019

Apple adds podcasts to iTunes
2005

George W. Bush becomes the 
first president to deliver his 

weekly address as a podcast

The New Oxford American 
Dictionary name ‘Podcast’ 

as word of the year

2003

2004
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2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2013
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“I LIKE THE TANGENTS 
AND THE IRRELEVANCIES 
THAT YOU COULDN’T 
GET AWAY WITH ON TV 
OR RADIO”

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... ADAM BUXTON //

WE CAUGHT UP WITH THE GODFATHER OF 
PODCASTING ADAM BUXTON TO DISCUSS 
GREAT GUESTS, PET PEEVES AND THE 
ABUNDANCE OF INTELLECTUALS IN HIS BED.

PB: IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO 
JUST BEFORE YOU RECORDED THE 
FIRST EPISODE OF YOUR PODCAST 
AND GIVE YOURSELF ONE PIECE OF 
ADVICE, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

AB: Find a good editor. I love the free flowing 
nature of podcast conversations, but most 
of them can be improved with some judicial 
chopping. I get the appeal of a long unedited 
ramble with someone fascinating, but we 
can’t all be Joe Rogan or Terry Gross, and 
most hosts (myself very much included) aren’t 
good enough to sustain a good conversation/
interview over one hour, let alone 2 or 3. Most 
people don’t have time to actually listen to 
a show that long anyway. I like something 
that’s been honed and presented with an 
appreciation for what can be done with audio.

WHAT MAKES A GREAT GUEST?

Someone who is good at talking about 
themselves, enjoys a conversation and 
doesn’t care too much how people will 
respond to what they say. Kathy Burke springs 
to mind, or Louis Theroux. But I also like the 
occasional guest who is basically just telling 
a story or a series of stories and isn’t really 
interested in talking to me. If their stories are 
well told, it’s a nice change and I get to relax!

THE ADAM BUXTON PODCAST 
is is a light-hearted and comedic 
conversational podcast featuring 
comedian Adam Buxton talking 
to wonderful guests such as 
Louis Theroux, Michael Palin and 
Kathy Burke. Availble on Spotify, 
Acast and all other platforms.

https://open.spotify.com/show/1amnggjPO42W9l9R5xXodQ?si=YPSysif-SvuOA4fVGUdlLw
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WHAT MAKES A GREAT HOST?

I like podcasters who are genuinely interested 
in their guests and don’t just sit there waiting 
for the next opportunity to do a joke or talk 
about themselves. I have certainly been guilty 
of both those things. Sometimes I think it’s 
OK, as long as the guest is on board and is 
happy to go back and forth with you like that, 
but if you don’t know the person very well, it’s 
important to make it clear to them that you’re 
listening to what they have to say and that they 
can relax. The goal is to get a conversation 
flowing. If that starts happening then you can 
start cautiously lobbing in your own bullshit.

WHAT’S BEEN YOUR WORST 
PODCAST MOMENT?

There have been some disappointments with 
guests who I thought I would get on well 
with but turned out to be guarded or just 
not in the mood for a conversation with me. I 
went to Los Angeles a couple of years back 
to do a few podcasts and some shows, but 
the impetus for the trip was the opportunity 
to talk to a musical hero of mine. However 
when I finally sat down with them, they just 
went off on a series of impenetrably esoteric 
monologues, then got annoyed when I tried 
to bring the conversation round to their 
music or anything more than 5 people might 
find interesting. That day was frustrating on 
so many levels, but I was mainly irritated 

with myself for failing. I’d seen that person 
do great interviews with other people but I 
failed to get the best out of them. 

Unfortunately there are often times when 
I’m having an off day and do a lousy job of 
taking a conversation somewhere interesting 
or maybe the guest just isn’t in the mood. 
Often those episodes don’t come out. Now 
I try to warn guests that not every episode 
gets released so they don’t take it personally 
if theirs doesn’t end up appearing. The best 
podcasters are consistently good with all 
their guests. I’m not there yet.

“WHEN I FINALLY SAT 
DOWN WITH THEM, THEY 
JUST WENT OFF ON A 
SERIES OF IMPENETRABLY 
ESOTERIC MONOLOGUES”
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WHAT IS IT ABOUT PODCASTS 
THAT APPEALS TO YOU?

I like hearing a conversation unfold. I like 
the tangents and the irrelevancies that you 
couldn’t get away with on TV or radio where 
everyone and everything tends to be boiled 
down to its most unambiguous version. 
The long form podcast conversation offers 
the possibility of hearing something more 
nuanced, messy and more true to real life than 
you’d get anywhere else. It’s a chance to get 
to know a stranger in quite a meaningful way. 
There’s something that feels good about that, 
especially in these strange times.

WHAT IS YOUR PODCAST / 
PODCASTER PET PEEVE?

This is a very superficial peeve that I’m not 
proud of, but I don’t like the croaky voice 
some podcasters favour. This is a huge 
generalisation, but I’ve found it’s often younger 
people doing more journalistic pieces on 
American podcasts who tend to do the croaky 
voice most. It sounds contrived, as though they 
have, consciously or unconsciously, adopted 
that way of speaking because they think it 
somehow signifies intimacy and intelligence, 
so the listener will feel they’re in bed with an 
intellectual. There’s enough intellectuals in my 
bed already, thanks.
Personally I also find very long intros wearying. 
It’s a fine balance, because many listeners 
like hearing about the host/hosts and what 
they’ve been up to, but for someone who’s 
just downloaded an episode because they’re 
interested in the guest or the main topic, it can 
easily come off as offensively indulgent and 
boring. Sometimes I’ll do a longer intro if there 

are bits of the conversation I think need setting 
up with a little background info or if I have a 
particular story I want to tell that I think people 
might enjoy, but increasingly I try to put most 
of the more personal waffling at the end, for 
the hardcore!

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU FOUND 
ANNOYING AS A LISTENER BUT 
THEN UNDERSTOOD WHEN YOU 
STARTED MAKING YOUR OWN?

Well, the long intro thing - if you don’t script 
your intros and you’re just freestyling, it’s VERY 
easy to talk for 10 or 15 minutes and tell yourself 
it’s all good stuff, but almost always it would be 
better if it was at least half as long. You also 
realise how hard it is to get guests who haven’t 
been on everybody else’s podcast, but I don’t 
think most people care about that too much 
any more.

WHICH ONE EPISODE OF YOUR 
OWN MEANS THE MOST TO YOU?

That’s like asking me to pick a favourite child! 
OK, technically it’s not, because we’re talking 
about podcasts not children, but it’s still tough. 
All the episodes are quite different and it really 
depends what mood you’re in. I really liked 
the Mae Martin one (EP.50) because I didn’t 
really know her before we sat down and over 
the course of the conversation I just liked her 
more and more, which hopefully comes across 

“THAT’S LIKE ASKING ME 
TO PICK A FAVOURITE 
CHILD! OK, TECHNICALLY 
IT’S NOT, BECAUSE 
WE’RE TALKING ABOUT 
PODCASTS NOT CHILDREN"
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to the listener. I’d say the same about Diane 
Morgan too (EP.65) - a very different kind of 
personality but so surprising and funny. I 
mentioned Louis Theroux (EP.01, 29, 49, 81) 
and Kathy Burke (EP.15, 56) before, they’re 
always so entertaining and interesting. 
Zadie Smith (EP.40) was a thrill and I hope 
our conversation was a little different to 
most interviews she gives, and the same 
could be said for Paul Thomas Anderson 
(EP.63). Hassan Akkad’s story of coming to 
the UK from Syria as a refugee (EP.57) was 
fascinating and told brilliantly by him and it 
was very exciting to talk to David Sedaris 
(EP.79). And Brian Eno! Shit… I can’t narrow it 
down to just one, but three of my favourites, 
which I’ve listened back to and felt really 

happy with were Romesh Ranganathan (EP.61) 
Tash Demetriou (EP. 32 & EP.82) and Tim Key 
(EP.77). Yes, I know that’s four.

AND FINALLY, WHICH ONE EPISODE 
NOT OF YOUR OWN MEANS THE 
MOST TO YOU?

Some of Bob Mortimer’s ‘Gangs Of The EPL’ 
playlets on Athletico Mince have REALLY made 
me laugh and stayed with me. I think Bob likes 
a lot of the same things as me in comedy - 
weird accents, stupid songs and talking about 
mundane routines. When he’s on a roll I can’t 
think of too many people who are funnier.

http://www.adam-buxton.co.uk
http://twitter.com/adambuxton
http://speechdevelopmentrecords.com
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PODCASTS ON
SPOTIFY

SOME OF THE MOST INCREDIBLE STORIES 
YOU’LL EVER HEAR ARE AVAILABLE FOR FREE 
AS PODCASTS.

Spotify is very excited to be working in 
partnership with PodBible in order to help 
more people hear these stories, and to 
spread the love of podcasts far and wide. 

If you’re new to podcasts, there are lots of 
places to start exploring on Spotify - you 
could browse our library to find topics that 
are important to you, people you want to 
listen to, or just check out Spotify’s podcast 
recommendations on your home page or in 
Browse, where we highlight the best shows 
and episodes that are available.

As well as offering all of your favourite 
podcasts that you know and love, we are 
also working on some really exciting Spotify 
Original Podcasts coming this year, which 
we’ll tell you more about in due course. 

But, as we have just said goodbye to 2018, 
I thought I’d recap my favourite podcasts of 
last year. 

Griefcast, a winner at the 2018 British 
Podcast Awards is absolutely incredible. 
A show that simply couldn’t exist as any 
format other than a podcast. Cariad Lloyd 
brings such a light touch to what could 
otherwise be a depressing topic. I urge you 
to give it a listen.

Spotify’s own Who We Be TALKS_ 
consistently gives UK Hip-hop, grime and R&B 
artists a place to tell their stories, in some of 
the best music interviews you’ll find in the 
podcast world. DJ Semtex is a phenomenal 
interviewer, and his co-host Parris OH has 
added a whole new perspective to season 3.

Finally, Dear Joan and Jericha is not only the 
funniest podcast around, it’s also the filthiest. 
Julia Davis and Vicki Pepperdine acting as sex 
therapists, dispensing advice and psycho-
genital counselling to listeners.

JAMES CATOR //
HEAD OF PODCAST PARTNERSHIPS, EMEA
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EVERY PODCAST IN POD BIBLE HAS A SCANNABLE CODE SO 
YOU CAN EASILY OPEN AND LISTEN WITHIN THE SPOTIFY APP

OPEN A SEARCH THEN CLICK ON THE CAMERA ICON TO USE 
THE IN-APP SCANNER

spotify:show:4YXBHlLzuoESo0FKF5ufLy
https://open.spotify.com/show/0YoyOkwFxXgK192EBST3yl?si=u8sao5cERauC6gm0rjimbQ
http://
https://open.spotify.com/show/2YissX4xRk9cU2r10620ol?si=IZEpbRkPRSmUNq3gnbj6Rw
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http://www.sosclothing.co.uk
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EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS 
FROM THE LAST 12 
MONTHS

THE NEW TESTAMENT //

The Blindboy Podcast
Spike Lee // Aug 2018 
Sometimes people just click. We’ve all had that night out with a 
friends other mates and you find that one person who just feels like 
you’ve known them forever. For most of us however, that person isn’t 
legendary film maker Spike Lee. When Spike joined Blindboy to talk 
about his latest film I can’t imagine either of them expected what was to 
come. What unfolded before our eyes / ears was a genuine bromance 
laced with amazing stories and historical gems.

Table Manners w/ Jessie Ware
S3 E4 // Sadiq Khan // Jun 2018 
Brought to you from her kitchen table, musician Jessie Ware sits down 
every fortnight for a chat with a famous personality.... while her Mum 
cooks them a meal. While the mother / daughter relationship is a joy 
to behold, the intimate format allows the guests to open up in ways 
they may not have before. A great example of this was their chat with 
London Mayor Sadiq Khan, who broke his rammadan fast to sit down 
and talk with Jessie and her mother Lennie. 

The Breakdown w/ Jamali Maddix
Ghetts // Oct 2018
It’s strange that the recent Grime explosion seems to have left the 
podcasting world almost untouched. Well, it’s not that weird I guess. 
Podcasts, whilst changing, are still at present fairly white male heavy. 
That’s what made Jamali Maddix’s first series of The Breakdown such 
a breath of fresh air and none fresher than Ghetts speaking with an 
almost jarring openness about the ups and downs of the scene and his 
own life within it.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6K5mKGJIeI11x0lLw5eWMI?si=RJ-pFlvMQTW8lgwNNayrdQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/07EOp48X6MqIc2E2nFleMq?si=GWUQz0sXQxC3nll4-e4diQ
https://play.acast.com/s/blindboy
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Crowversation
Episode 9 // Flik Renee // Feb 2018 
Crowvesation launched at the start of 2018 as a platform for alternative 
women to tell their story. Model and performer Rebecca Crow hosts a 
series of guests who all have stories to tell but when she was joined by 
Flik Renee it was next level. Flik is a model and performer who’s works 
sometimes include nudity. Flik also happens to have been brought up in 
a devout Muslim household. The insights in conflict, restrictions and the 
empowerment of even the smallest actions make podcast gold.

Off The Beat & Track w/ Stu Whiffen
Lindy Layton // Sep 2018 
Hearing people talking passionately about music will never get old. 
One of our favourite things in podcasting is when the host is clearly 
enjoying the episode as much as the listener and this is a prime 
example. As Lindy Layton tells tales of turning up unannounced at 
Norman Cook’s house at the age of 18 to make music (and even sings 
one of her favourite tracks) it’s clear that host, Stu Whiffen, knows he’s 
experiencing podcast gold.

Off Menu
Ep 3: Richard Osman // Dec 2018 
This podcast should appeal to anyone that has ever enjoyed or eaten 
food. That’s Ed Gamble and James Acaster's claim anyway. And, so far, 
it’s been hard to argue with. In this episode, not content with improving 
every game show and panel show on TV, Richard Osman strolls in and 
effortlessly entertains whilst picking his dream dinner consisting of the 
best elements of his previous favourite meals. Oh, and James is the 
waiter who is also a genie. So there’s that.

This American Life
640 // Five Women // Mar 2018 
A true heavyweight of the journalistic genre, This American Life has 
been serving up well researched and thoughtfully presented stories 
since 2006. In this episode Chana Joffe-Walt adds to the growing 
collection of #MeToo stories, speaking to five women linked to the 
same man. The biographical approach results in an honest portrayal 
of the difficulties each woman faced before questioning how their 
histories shaped the way they dealt with the situation.  

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3iTtHqZdbAa0B8dudBSeWn?si=6x80APqXRa6vJKakPxnYzg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7i5R6V5ppmQR4bPwXyKeqD?si=QqhdNe7XSz-fwGRmTWFOhw
https://play.acast.com/s/thisamericanlife
https://play.acast.com/s/crowversation
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AROUND THE 
WORLD

THE 10 COMMANDMENTS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

“The beauty of podcasting is that - language aside - there are no 
borders. A great show is a great show whether it’s from your home 
city or a far-flung corner of the world. Here are ten of the best 
podcasts from around the world which we think you should have a 
listen to.” (click the podcast artwork to listen on Acast!)

FAT
MASCARA

With day jobs as beauty editors, hosts 
Jess and Jenn are plugged into the 

industry’s latest news and share their inside 
access. Each week, they also get advice from 
their favourite people in the business, including 
Hollywood makeup pros, perfumers, plastic 
surgeons, and even the manicurist at their local 
nail salon. Delivered with a heavy dose of fun, 
Fat Mascara is where beauty obsessives can 
get their fix.

THUMB
CRAMPS

Thumb Cramps is a video game 
review podcast where three “useless 

but informed” gamers review AAA, indie, and 
retro games for those who are time poor, 
bad at video games, or just plain impatient. 
It’s created by the popular Sanspants Radio 
network - home of shows including Plumbing 
The Death Star and D&D Is For Nerds.

EACH EDITION ACAST’S SOPHIE HERDMAN 
IS HERE WITH HER TEN COMMANDMENTS - 
THE SHOWS YOU SHOULD BE LISTENING TO 
RIGHT NOW, AROUND A DIFFERENT THEME 
EACH TIME. THIS MONTH, WE’RE GOING 
AROUND THE WORLD.

https://play.acast.com/s/fatmascara
https://play.acast.com/s/thumbcramps
https://www.acast.com/
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ROOS
& SHINE

Promising to leave you feeling like 
you’ve had coffee with a friend, 

Roos & Shine sees two successful sisters 
talk about careers, and interview inspiring 
female leaders about work/life balance. 
Recording from Stockholm and New York, 
they share experiences from their global 
lives and careers in Dubai, Yangon, Paris, 
Bogota and more.

VÄRVET
INTERNATIONAL

Sweden’s most respected podcast 
interviewer Kristoffer Triumf takes 

on the English language to interview 
international people of interest. From Noel 
Gallagher to Charli XCX, James Blunt to Caitlin 
Moran, tune in to hear chats on anything and 
everything - dreams, politics, work, ambitions 
and more.

WITCH
HUNT

From Guardian Australia, Witch Hunt 
asks “What comes after #MeToo?” 

After all the speeches, resignations and 
media coverage, what has changed for 
women and other people suffering from 
sexual harassment in Australia? Journalist 
Tracey Spicer explains why more cases have 
not emerged, and hosts Gabrielle Jackson 
and Steph Harmon look at why marginalised 
communities are 
underrepresented 
in the movement.

THE WORST IDEA
OF ALL TIME 

It shouldn’t work, but it really does. 
Claiming to have “more commitment 

than talent” comedians Guy Montgomery 
and Tim Batt review the same movie once a 
week, every week, for a year. Year one was 
Grown Ups 2, year two Sex and The City 2 
and year three, We Are Your Friends. Once in 
a while guests such as James Acaster pop up 
to add to the fun.

SILENT
GIANTS

Former rapper-turned-creative
Corey Cambridge hosts the show 

highlighting the superstars behind the 
scenes of popular culture. He digs deep to 
investigate the people behind the magic, 
whilst learning more about your favourite 
people’s most famous works - from Dunkin’ 
Donuts’ logo designer Lucia DeRespinis to 
rapper and songwriter Mad Skillz.

SKULLDUGGERY

For your fix of political intrigue, 
Skullduggery is a podcast from Yahoo! 

News focused on Washington scandals in the 
Trump era. Co-hosted by chief investigative 
correspondent Michael Isikoff and editor-
in-chief Daniel Klaidman, the show offers a 
deep dive into the high-stakes investigation 
into Russia’s alleged effort to subvert the 2016 
election and allegations of collusion by the 
Donald Trump presidential campaign.

https://play.acast.com/s/roosandshine
https://play.acast.com/s/witchhunt
https://play.acast.com/s/silentgiants
https://play.acast.com/s/varvetpod
https://play.acast.com/s/worstideaofalltime
https://play.acast.com/s/skullduggery
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ACAST IS THE HOME OF THE BEST PODCASTS IN THE 
WORLD. LISTEN TO YOUR FAVOURITE SHOWS TODAY ON 
OUR APP, OR WHEREVER YOU GET YOUR PODCASTS.

1/2 PAGE
ADVERT

HOLLYWOOD
CRIME SCENE 

Over to the West Coast as Desi 
Jedeikin and Rachel Fisher discuss 

true tales of crime and scandal involving 
celebrities. Stories so far include the life of 
Phil Spector, Hugh Grant’s much-publicised 
arrest and the infamous Lorena Bobbitt.

BLACK
SHEEP

A deep dive into the shady, controversial 
and sometimes downright villainous 

characters of New Zealand history, 
presented by William Ray. There are stories 
about Japanese spies, con artists, pirates 
and much much more. Buckle up.

https://play.acast.com/s/hollywoodcrimescene
https://play.acast.com/s/rnzblacksheep
https://www.acast.com/
http://theheartbreakclub.booksy.com
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CLASSIC EPISODES FROM 
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES

THE OLD TESTAMENT //

Stuff You Should Know
How Junk Food Works // May 2015 
Stuff You Should Know have an encyclopedic back catalogue of episodes 
to educate you on all sorts of topics but this episode on junk food is a 
must listen... unless you’re reading this on the way home from the pub 
with a burger or kebab. Although they focus mainly on American foods, 
it’s a subject that is still incredibly relevant to us. Hosts Josh and Charles 
look at the history of junk food, the science behind it and why we find it 
so addictive. 

The Adam Buxton Podcast
Episode 29 // Louis Theroux // Sep 2016 
With the demands of the podcast listener ever hanging over those 
producing, the pitfalls of the “regular guest” can be a dangerous one. 
That close friend that comes on for a repeat visit can be a high or a low. 
In the case of Louis Theroux and his regular visits to Adam Buxton’s 
podcastorium, it’s very much a high. In Sept 2016 podcast gold flowed. If 
you can listen to Louis and Adam have a little sing without collapsing in 
fits of giggles then you’re a stronger individual than most.

The Ricky Gervais Show
S1 E7 // Jul 2006 
One of the biggest challenges for a commuting podcast listener is trying 
to remain composed while listening to comedians do their thing. The 
Ricky Gervais podcast was probably the first podcast to have people 
spitting their coffee all over the tube network and this episode in 
particular will have you corpsing. Ricky and Stephen Merchant mocking 
and goading (the now legendary) Karl Pilkington as he explains his 
attempts to wash up without using his thumbs may be the best thing ever.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4eycXxNfYM5wXeZ35hrRbY?si=xhR-LzvOSoG4VDD6PdeoPw
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7lICGShL25w6vWylGTqF3L?si=lYYwwAw5Rz61iclxNrenmg
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/audiobook/ricky-gervais-show-the-complete-first-season/id862418815
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The Guilty Feminist
Period Poverty // Episode 77 // Dec 2017 
While most people have the best of intentions when it comes to 
feminism, they are also human and therefore flawed. The Guilty 
Feminist examines this conflict whilst foucisng in on important topics, 
from the #MeToo movement to choosing not to have children. In this 
episode nothing is off limits as guests Gemma Cairney, Amika George, 
and Grace Campbell discuss all things menstruation. Funny, thought 
provoking and passionately discussed.

Distraction Pieces Podcast
Episode 86 // Housing For Women Special // Mar 2016 
Great podcasts can be a distraction from the greyness of the world, 
but they can also educate and inform us. In March 2016 Scroobius Pip 
was joined by Mira, a woman bought to the U.K. through sex trafficking.  
What unfolded was a powerful and painfully honest story from an 
incredibly strong woman. This podcast went on to be nominated by the 
Human Trafficking Foundation for their Anti-Slavery Day media awards, 
which just goes to show the impact podcasts can have.

Welcome To Night Vale
Pilot // Jun 2012 
A mix of horror, sci-fi and fantasy, Welcome To Night Vale is a long 
running fictional series narrated by an anonymous radio host. With over 
140 episodes, this story based podcast has built a cult following. The 
Pilot episode is (obviously!) a great place to start in terms of the narrative 
but it also allows you to witness the professional production values and 
confidence in the world they created right from the beginning.

Joe Rogan Experience
Michael A Wood Jr. // Episode 670 // Jun 2016 
As one of the podcasting originators Joe Rogan has, over the years, 
been accused of pandering to the left wing... and pandering to the right 
wing. One thing that can’t be argued is his immense back catalogue.
Roll all the way back to June 2016 and listen to Joe sit down with 
former Baltimore Police Officer Michael A Wood Jr. The insights shared 
will open your mind wider than an ayahuasca trip in the Peruvian jungle. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4CMEs4mbNH0TfVEWS32Xi2?si=tLQBMEh5QPy-An2cIEx_RA
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6zs79bz9Nb0lXhoHtGDudJ?si=f61mPIpqQ-mF1jzRRJzXJg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/398WNWVhlAZm2iCOQKz0Ec?si=7vk4ESRGRKW8JCIHU0mcEw
https://play.acast.com/s/thejoeroganexperience/670-michael-a-wood-jr
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PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?

CP: To be honest there’s not a lot I DON’T love 
about podcasts. I suppose one of the main 
things is the freedom that people have.  They 
can talk about anything.  Also, one minute it 
can be daft and silly and the next really heavy 
and heartfelt and that goes 
for long form interview type 
shows or true crime or some 
sort of magazine or quiz show.  

For example, the other day 
I was listening to Blood On 
The Tracks (Colin Murray’s ace 
music quiz show) it’s quite light 
hearted but has people on 
with great passion for music.  
It took a handbrake turn when 
Benjamin Zephaniah recalled 
the racism he suffered as a young child and it 
just floored me.  That’s a wonderful example.  
Podcasts can take you anywhere.  

WHAT WAS THE FIRST PODCAST 
YOU EVER LISTENED TO?

That’s a tricky one. I suppose the first one 
I dipped my toe in was Ricky Gervais but it 
wasn’t a regular thing. Answer Me This with 

Helen Zaltzman & Olly Mann was a very early 
one for me and one that I would be pretty 
religious about listening to.  Marc Maron too. 
When I discovered WTF I went back through 
his back catalogue and devoured as much as I 
could....there’s a lot of episodes and because 
Marc is so personal it was really interesting 

to see how he changed, not 
only as a podcaster but in his 
personal life too. I also loved 
how and why he started his 
own podcast. I thought that was 
pretty inspirational.  I remember 
when the BBC released the 
entire back catalogue of Desert 
Island Discs. I’ve always been I 
big fan, even when I probably 
shouldn’t have been, and 
again, absolutely fascinating 

to hear, not just the people on the show 
but the different presenters style and how 
they changed over the years.  It was only on 
listening back that it was blatantly obvious 
what a cold and sometimes quite harsh 
interviewer Sue Lawley was. 

As I say this I’m starting to see a pattern of 
where my influences are in creating The Two 
Shot Podcast! 

5 MINUTES, 5 QUESTIONS
PODCAST DISCIPLE //

EACH MONTH WE’LL BE ASKING A PODCAST DISCIPLE 5 
QUESTIONS ABOUT WHY THEY LOVE PODCASTS AND 
PODCASTING. THIS MONTH WE’RE JOINED BY CRAIG 
PARKINSON OF THE TWO SHOT PODCAST.

https://open.spotify.com/show/0c4vSSlaBVPz3vxJyRX1Rk?si=DzfD4OJiQkCQPcuQdtv2Tg
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WHICH PODCASTER MAKES YOU 
LAUGH THE MOST?

Funniest podcaster?  Well that’s pretty hard to 
pin down and I suppose it’s because there’s 
such a broad spectrum of different styles of 
podcast out there.  Which is incredible.  Also, 
what makes me laugh may make someone 
else cry....actually that sounds awful doesn’t 
it?  I suppose what I mean is there’s something 
out there for everyone’s taste. 
For example, I’m not a fan of the Radio 4 style 
of comedy shows. I’ve always found that style 
like a very exclusive club that I was never 
invited to become a member of, you know?  
But look, that’s just me and it seems pretty 
popular right?  But that’s fine isn’t it?  If we 
all laughed at the same thing what a dull and 
depressing world we’d live in.
What’s made me laugh recently.... Well not 
so long ago the comedian Bob Einstein died. 
That’s not what made me laugh by the way.  I 
was remembering when Bob was on Gilbert 
Gottfried’s podcast so I went back and listened 
to it and I cried laughing.  It was outrageous 
and Bob was on fire, Gilbert Gottfried barely 
got a word in.  There’s no way they could have 
had that conversation and told those stories in 
any other medium than on a podcast. A fine 
way to remember a great comic.

WHICH PODCAST HAS EDUCATED 
YOU THE MOST??

I learn from podcasts all the time.  I mean 
that.  It can be anything and everything.  You 
get educated on new music, history that you 
thought you knew (turns out you were wrong).  
If you’re open to listening to someone else’s 
opinion then you're a sponge soaking it 
all up.  I sometimes disagree with certain 
things but again, that’s healthy because 
you’re connecting with what your listening 
to. Before I started my own podcast, when it 
was the germ of idea, I would listen to very 

specific “interview style” long & short form 
conversation podcasts. It didn’t matter about 
quality, in fact I learnt most from some pretty 
awful ones.  Some pretty bad podcasts were 
just as educational for me as the ones I looked 
up to and respected. 

CAN YOU RECOMMEND A 
PODCAST OUR READERS MAY 
NOT HAVE HEARD OF?

Last year I really enjoyed How to Fail with 
Elizabeth Day.  It’s a medium/short form 
interview style podcast talking about failure 
and pitfalls in life. Failing is such an inevitable 
part of everyone’s life so it’s a good box ticker 
for most of us.  The episode that really swung 
it for me was when the interviewer became 
the interviewee.  Elizabeth thought she should 
get someone in to interview her as she 
thought everyone else had been so honest 
and thought it only right that she should do it.  
Now, I was a little sceptical when I heard this as 
when this happens it can fall into self serving 
narcissism.  Quite the opposite happened. It 
was brutally honest and brave without a sniff 
of self congratulatory behaviour.  I think she’s 
an ace human.

Photo: Chris Payne

http://twitter.com/Cparks1976
http://twitter.com/TwoShotPod
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PODCASTS WITH BACK 
CATALOGUES THAT ARE 
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER

THE SCRIPTURES //

SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS 
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR 
SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE WELL 
WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

My Dad Wrote A Porno                                   Comedy  
In the unlikely event that you’re not already aware of My Dad Wrote 
A Porno, you’re in for an absolute treat. Each episode features Jamie 
Morton reading a new chapter of erotic fiction written by.... his Dad. 
Alice Levine and James Cooper provide hilarious commentary. 

Cinemile                                                                          Film Review

Sometimes all it takes is the simplest of ideas. David and Cathy live a 
mile from their local cinema. Each week they walk there, recording an 
intro along the way, watch a film and then review it on the walk back. 
Intimate, engaging and well worth a listen.

Fights Gone By                                                                       Sport 
A lot of mixed martial arts podcasts do their business in outlandish 
takes and headline grabbing opinions... but not Fights Gone By. Week 
after week Jack gives in-depth and educated breakdowns of fights and 
news in the MMA world.

https://open.spotify.com/show/6nYCARKKZ5UvaUedL6KEu3?si=HkAB3PYFT7qjLibCJA9x-Q
https://open.spotify.com/show/5qeSUoI3AMtxd9ZULPvkPM?si=BipJuGcDQiq6yAuhrTg7aw
https://open.spotify.com/show/0uSDir59d8pqejfcRAUFLA?si=J1D7EAnzQ_-tfh_0Tcf_yA
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Untold: The Daniel Morgan Story                             True Crime 

True crime podcasts are something that America has mastered (and 
maybe over saturated) so, if you fancy a British approach full of 
corruption, conspiracies and cover-ups, Untold is the one for you. 
You're in for one a hell of ride. 

POD BIBLE // #001 // JAN 2019

The Allusionist                                                 Comedy / Education 

Given its history and prominence the world over, the English language 
is a fascinating subject. Add to that a warm, funny and engaging host 
in Helen Zaltzman and you have a podcast that will make you laugh 
and learn at the same time.  

Brian Gittins and Friends               Comedy  / Long Form Interview 

Each episode Brian Gittins exposes a new guest to the bizarre world 
of his co-host David Edwards. What unfolds is always rip roaringly 
funny... even though you aren’t sure if you’re laughing “at” or “with” 
them. Guests include Shaun Keaveny, Dianne Morgan & Scroobius Pip. 

Say Why To Drugs w/ Dr Suzi Gage              Science / Education 

The media is full of misinformation about recreational drugs - both 
legal and illegal. Psychologist Dr Suzi Gage tackles one substance 
per episode to provide information on the harms, but also potential 
benefits of these substances. No spin, no judgement, just information.

Capital                                                                   Comedy / Politics 

In a time when real life and satire appear to be interchangeable, 
Capital provides hilarious improvised comedy that looks at what might 
happen if a referendum on capital punishment was announced. With 
just 6 episodes, this is a series worthy of a binge session.  

Have You Heard George’s Podcast?             Music / Storytelling

Most podcasts are easy to categorise but in this case, George The 
Poet has come up with something truly unique. With a fusion of music 
and storytelling, George takes the audience on a tour of his mind, 
tackling subjects from poverty to the Grenfell tragedy.  

https://open.spotify.com/show/09WYjrVroj2I88DTsG1pI0?si=ZXz_S9oZT6ys7y8CN6fyWA
https://open.spotify.com/show/0vsXsuUsR4kTesG2VOWFR8?si=bX1I5NJvTxGr3D5Ksj3cTw
https://open.spotify.com/show/16lbBDY4MWFWUjbTHwi4X3?si=pJQzEXKJTZWyP7K-C_MV4g
https://open.spotify.com/show/7sQ5gz1B7kWT9VxCHVRq4D?si=DU84IvVpQ6C1QatqZInjrQ
https://open.spotify.com/show/6sCQhfbuYqN8Jd5OBLHFYJ?si=gfjn1Vg2QbSkjLspekQYmA
https://play.acast.com/s/capital


https://www.bangboomcreative.com/
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OH. MY. POD.
WE WANT TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR 

AMATEUR PODCASTS!

SEND US A ONE SENTENCE DESCRIPTION 
OF YOUR SHOW AND WE'LL FEATURE 
THE BEST ONES IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

#OHMYPOD  //  @PODBIBLE

https://open.spotify.com/show/6fxZ0rJTr8C1w4ZZOfUOOc?si=vU9phcHfT-69kIPLfeLftA
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JAYDE ADAMS
PODCAST PROPHETS //

CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON 
OCCURRENCE  (OFTEN ONE THEY’RE HAPPY TO 
COVER THEMSELVES)... BUT IN THIS MODERN 
WORLD BEING A SOLID, RELIABLE, GRADE-A 
GUEST IS SOMETHING THAT NEEDS 
CELEBRATING. THIS WEEKS PODCAST 
PROPHET IS JAYDE ADAMS.

Jayde is an undeniable force. She will go from fast paced 
wit, to operatic singing, to genuinely crying... all within 
one podcast guest spot. And THAT, ladies and 
gentlemen, is a versatile guest.

Jayde's ability to go off on all 
sorts of tangents also 
means we don’t just 
get the same stories 
or subjects on 
her different 
appearances. 

Here’s some of 
our favourites...

Photo: Stephanie Sian Smith
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Griefcast
Episode 2 // November 2016
Jayde really set the tone for what was to come with Cariad Lloyd’s 
amazing Griefcast. Her heartbreakingly open discussion of losing her 
sister was filled with warmth and humour, making what many would 
assume to be an uncomfortable listen flow along in beautiful tribute.

Brian Gittins and Friends
Episode 34 // March 2018
As you can see, there are quite a few places you can hear Jayde cry. 
There’s probably even more places you can hear her sing opera. But, 
how many places can you hear her hunt and kill a wearwolf on the 
Yorkshire Moore’s whilst traveling in the back of a pick up truck?

Made Of Human
Episode 27 // Feb 2017
Jayde and Sofie's friendship as well as their shared career as 
comedians really adds to the magic of this podcast. From the very 
start the chemistry is there. Conversations about body positivity 
and striving for success switch in a heartbeat from funny to 
refreshingly honest.

The Adam Buxton Podcast
Episode 71 // April 2018
Hands down one of the funniest podcasts of last year. From playing 
“the name game” with Adam, to describing her first job hosting a sex 
based tv show.  Jayde will have you in stitches as she explains how a 
female guest porn star accidently ejaculated on her shoes.

Films To Be Buried With
Episode 14 // October 2018
This episode has everything you need from a top notch podcast, from 
the hilarious to the genuinely tear-jerking. Brett and Jayde go deep 
into both cinema and mortality without any mercy, as they ride an 
emotional rollercoaster with precision and confidence.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0peM3e8XuGMyv7IZiezfdr?si=b7nYgKdsQyaI8-GMfaZklQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6CmoePOGreaAgxJmsR7H9n?si=Qnb_0Wx6QjeBGsGtknYmVg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6DVxE0E1fSyuwcIu4foPCp?si=TTSZR4rWQ4mM3p8fyST9JQ
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2RJy7vdVJ86K6NO5KN3Qvt?si=SQgQMjt2QwO1nXBWbgLRBg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2h0rPoPdrxbNtplgfz8DeG?si=dcvcCUFjQaCARObIFS83-g
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AURAL SEX
POD IS LOVE //

WITH VALENTINE'S DAY APPROACHING, 
BROADCASTER, WRITER & SEX EDUCATOR 
ALIX FOX INVITES YOU TO LUBE UP YOUR 
LUGHOLES AND INDULGE YOURSELF IN 
SOME  EAR-OTICA WITH HER PICK OF SEX & 
RELATIONSHIPS PODCASTS 

Do The Right Thing 
A comedy panel show, but: 1/ I think laughing with your lover so much 
that your guffaws legally count as guffives is superb stress-reducing 
foreplay, and 2/ I once listened to three episodes whilst defrosting 
an unspeakably rank freezer in a rental property and it made the task 
genuinely enjoyable, so it’s virtually magic.

Where Should We Begin? w/ Esther Perel
Live recordings of real therapy sessions with the iconic relationship 
counsellor. It was my honour to name this International Podcast of 
the Year as a judge at the British Podcast Awards. Un-perel-elled 
enlightening insights.

Meg-John & Justin 
Presented by two of the most respected sex educators on the British 
scene, and authors of the book Enjoy Sex How, When & If You Want 
To, this gentle yet radical podcast encourages listeners to question the 
common stereotypes, hype and misinformation surrounding sexytimes, 
and work out what actually feels best for them and their partners, 
emotionally and physically. An inclusive, mindful, kind-ful pod which 
recognises that intimacy and pleasure is about way more than pelvic-
thrusting and nut-busting. 

https://play.acast.com/s/meg-john-and-justin
https://play.acast.com/s/where-should-we-begin-with-esther-perel
https://open.spotify.com/show/5pfNrq69qkqXl4dIOLVE5x?si=cx2WLw0iRyqjc1zUiL8d7Q
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LISTEN 
TO 
ALIX!

Love + Radio - The Photochemical Episode 
This entire interview series is remarkable, with stunning stories and 
glorious production, but this ep about a woman who is attracted to 
photobooth machines is a masterclass in how to take something that 
sounds ridiculously unrelatable and present it in a way that will touch 
almost every human being. This podcast made me realise that I can fall 
in love with sound. 

Pounded In The Butt By My Own Podcast
Round-the-twist readings of bonkers bonking-themed fiction by cult 
gay erotica author Dr. Chuck Tingle, writer of titles including Glazed by 
the Gay Living Donuts and Space Raptor Butt Invasion. So batshit that it 
could have been recorded in Bruce Wayne’s toilet. However weird you 
thought your secret kink was, this will be comfortingly kookier. 

Unexpected Fluids // BBC Radio 1

The Modern Mann

Close Encounters // The Guardian

I wouldn’t usually blow my own sex trumpet (I’d need to have several ribs removed), but I’ve 
been lucky enough to bag a couple of ARIAs for these (they’re the Oscars of radio, although 
I think they sound like part of a nipple). Unexpected Fluids pairs LOLs with learning by 
sharing hilarious real-life tales of sexual fails with comedians and sexperts; magazine-style 
show The Modern Mann, with pod god Olly Mann, features my explicit yet educational 
‘Foxhole’ Agony Aunt slot; and Close Encounters is a documentary series featuring 
everything from a man throwing a ‘small penis party’ to a woman born with two vaginas. 
Now that’s a BOGOF they don’t do down at Tesco.  

https://open.spotify.com/show/6G2thwdUmPl0sRxv5s2ahl?si=HAh5wIo8Q0O3ZztiuXGmrw
https://open.spotify.com/show/1usEhKLr0bOnEwMRftiwzR?si=chf5e0nJRmy86bjEjpiqYQ
https://open.spotify.com/show/2vml66hDRJGzChLV74pznV?si=F48pTMdfRqSUd58wHfFs1g
https://open.spotify.com/show/0qAp2hbQqWkVFCeq15GQuP?si=JUQj7CixRzWqCUz0kPbjDg
https://open.spotify.com/show/1rvNDeXQXyxQCsmS5OIbBv?si=ViEMI2xpSea92CgGTogG7w
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https://defected.com/
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JAMES HASKELL
FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

WHICH PODCASTS DO OUR FAVOURITE PUBLIC 
FIGURES LISTEN TO? THIS MONTH WE ASK ENGLAND 
RUGBY PLAYER JAMES HASKELL FOR THE TOP 5 
PODCASTS HE COULD NOT LIVE WITHOUT.

1 My Dad Wrote A Porno
My Dad Wrote A Porno

2 House Of Rugby
Joe.co.uk

3 The Bodcast
Chloe Madeley

4 Defected Radio
Defected Records

5 Friday Night Comedy
BBC Radio 4

Photo: Marcel Grabowski

https://open.spotify.com/user/defected.records/playlist/08M2kTqmlPNHygrNfrZJuQ?si=D64Svd2rQGudzF0XgtEY4g
https://open.spotify.com/show/5eqnNRTvectX3BxjgZeZ4y?si=wO8Z_xY0Rv6EzPkuCD16vA
https://open.spotify.com/show/3w1rDJSvkCE95ZsSCaygYf?si=oMp1PjZlRiWSzFgfnm3q_A
https://open.spotify.com/show/6AY1Pwz6zDb3e54fIwVODF?si=ZmYTfWTKRje7XIz_oLKEng
https://open.spotify.com/show/6nYCARKKZ5UvaUedL6KEu3?si=HkAB3PYFT7qjLibCJA9x-Q
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Podcasts have become a hub for entertainment 
and amusement, or indeed a place of learning, 
but they’ve also taken on a role of outreach. 
There are certain challenges that we 
collectively face in today’s world, but podcasts 
are putting conversations on a global stage. 
We now have a whole sector in 
the podcast world which have 
a social conscience. Pod Bible 
aims to shine a spotlight on 
these causes.

LEARNING TO ADULT SLOWLY 
is a podcast hosted by rap artist 
Professor Green and its aim is to 
address the many aspects faced 
by men today, such as body 
image, mental health, grief, and 
resilience. 

Produced by The Book of Man, a website 
which aims to open up the dialogue around 
mental health - and to which Professor Green 
is a columnist - the Learning to Adult Slowly 
podcast is a natural spin-off. So how did it all 
come about? Martin Robinson, founder and 
editor of The Book of Man explains why he 

initially took such an interest in our collective 
mental health.

Martin Robinson: “I had the idea for it after 
losing my previous magazine job and finding 
myself at home, discovering the joys of being a 

stay at home Dad, but also quite 
isolated and bewildered and 
emotionally bruised. It occurred 
to me that there was nothing 
out there to really support men 
internally as well as externally – 
nothing genuinely dealing with 
the ‘masculinity crisis’, which 
wasn’t just a pop culture joke 
but a genuine result of a digital 
age shifting in social roles at 
home and work, exacerbated 
by recession and resulting in 

terrifying figures for male suicide, mental health 
issues, addiction, violence, sexual dysfunction, 
and eating disorders.” 

The figures speak for themselves. The 
Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM) 
is a support network for mental health and 
according to their website suicide is the single 

PODCASTS 
WITH A SOCIAL 
CONSCIENCE

THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND 
SEARCH PODCAST RECOMMENDS A PODCAST 
FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR

spotify:show:42qZLxRoGcNyfCAc8yuBkK
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biggest killer of men aged under 45 in the UK. 
In 2015, 75% of all UK suicides were male. 

During a live recording of Learning to Adult 
Slowly, with guests consisting of Scroobius 
Pip, comedian Kelly Convey, and CALM CEO 
Simon Gunning, the panel were keen to 
point out that males under the age of 45 are 
statistically more likely to be at risk from dying 
due to self-harm than any other way, including 
road traffic deaths. What can we do to keep 
the conversation going? 

Martin Robinson: “Having Professor Green as 
our columnist on Book of Man and also the 
host of the Learning to Adult Slowly podcast 
has been wonderful in exemplifying the kind 
of issues we want to deal with – the issues 
that aren’t better left unsaid. His writing about 
grief, meds, violence, fear, vulnerability, is 
remarkable and much needed. But bringing 
that into the podcast arena has given it 
another dimension, as well as a bigger repeat 
audience. Real conversations with people 
on these areas really makes them hit home. 
And you realise everyone has in some way 
been affected by such matters. The mere 
fact that you can listen to people talking 
about the most difficult moments in their 
life is remarkable. The reaction we had was 
immediate and positive.”

ukleap.org  // @JasonTron

With a mix of live panel 
discussions, celebrity guests, 
policy experts and general 
inquisitiveness, THE STOP & 
SEARCH PODCAST discusses 
drugs, addiction, mental health 
and the media. Availble on Spotify, 
Acast and all other platforms.

https://open.spotify.com/show/28BDVIa1JEKimSqpXX1zC2?si=97-Zkc4TQlSMj19HSQpIqw
http://theCALMzone.net
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HAVING PRODUCED A SELECTION OF PODCASTS 
WITH OVER 13 MILLION LISTENS; BEATMAKER, DJ 
AND PODCAST PRODUCTION EXTRAORDINAIRE 
BUDDY PEACE IS HERE TO GIVE HIS ADVICE ON 
MAKING AN AMAZING SOUNDING PODCAST. 

One of the incredible aspects of podcasting 
is that you can make podcast episodes with 
the very device on which you listen to them. 
You could be fired up with inspiration one 
day and crack open the Voice Memos app 
on your phone and you’re basically there. 
I mean, after a little behind the scenes 
business with names and uploading and 
such. The field of creation has been levelled 
to include so many more people than in 
previous times, which is a wonderful thing, 
and the keys to producing content are now 
in the hands of most of us. But that main 
element, the fact that you no longer require 
a briefcase or trailer full of cables, wires or 
Peli boxes or indeed a crew to operate it all 
is a true game-changer for those who want 
to create their own self contained episodes 
of whatever it may be.

However…

While that may be the easiest method, to 
whip out the phone and start talking, is it 
the best? For simplicity’s sake – probably. 

But think about when you’re listening to 
your favourite podcast. If you don’t notice 
things like how echoey it is, weird random 
volume changes, or those loud plosives on 
‘b’s and ‘p’s, it’s probably been recorded 
with consideration and hopefully some 
half decent gear. The thing is, your ears 
will usually, and within reason, get used to 
what they’re presented with. Background 
noise for instance can be totally acceptable 
and actually very satisfying, and it’d be just 
weird if you heard a recording of people 
talking in the street and it sounded like a 
soundproofed studio. 

But if it’s a nice, still, warm and present 
podcast you’re looking to record, the journey 
begins with the capturing of the sounds 
you’ll later be presenting to the world.

WANT TO START 
A PODCAST?

INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

"YOUR EARS WILL USUALLY, 
AND WITHIN REASON, GET 
USED TO WHAT THEY'RE 
PRESENTED WITH"
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It’s simple, but can be easily forgotten. If you 
start with good source material, everything 
is a lot easier down the line. It’ll never 
sound as good if you have to rescue a bad 
recording or scrub and polish to make it 
sound passable. If the recordings are clean, 
bright and don’t feature distortion or a weird 
room-y characteristic, you’re off to a good 
start. So let’s begin with the absolute bare 
bones basic elements of your audio chain, in 
the very first Instruments Of The Lord!

You will need:

1. A MICROPHONE

2. A DIGITAL RECORDER                       
(or analogue recorder if you’re 
vintage like that!)

3. EDITING SOFTWARE

4. CABLES, STORAGE 
MEDIA & A COMPUTER

It does sound obvious (and we’ll definitely 
get into specifics and recommendations in 
each field over the course of future Pod 
Bible issues), but with separate dedicated 
pieces of equipment which serve their 
purpose, you’ll be well over the bar of your 
podcast simply being a person yammering 
into a phone. So while our phones are 
cameras, music studios, notepads and 
cinemas, you’ll get the results that push your 
quality further with dedicated, individual 
elements in the chain. Make some tests, 
refine your technique, practice, prepare, 
and think about what you like most in your 
favourite shows. Simple steps, but entirely 
achievable. And you my friend, the podcast 
listening fiend or freak that you are, are 
completely capable. Enjoy!

Illustration: Buddy Peace

http://twitter.com/Buddy_Peace
http://www.buddypeace.com
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http://www.redshiftrebels.com/
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FOCUS: CRIME PODCASTS
FORGIVE US OUR SINS //

CRIME IS BAD. WE DEFINITELY GET THAT. BUT LISTENING TO 
PODCASTS ABOUT CRIME IS REALLY GOOD. HERE'S THREE 
SHOWS WE CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF.

Casefile

A tinkling opening tune, reminiscent of Tubular Bells, announces the 
start of a fresh episode of Casefile- winner of the Cast Away 2017 
Australian Podcast Awards Popular Vote. A podcast which delves 
into some of the more macabre acts carried out throughout history, 
Casefile provides us with a flavour of the mysterious even in its own 
format. The presenter, known only as The Anonymous Host, walks us 
through murders, assaults, conspiracy and court cases, all of which 
are expertly researched. Genuine emergency calls, recordings and 
transcripts of interviews and excerpts from books bring the stories to 
life with an icy chill. Utterly transfixing listening.
Stand-Out Episode: Episode 34: The Catholic Mafia
An investigation into allegations against a local priest leads one 
detective to a terrible conspiracy.

Generation Why
A whispered "Generation Why..." and a screaming synth line 
introduce this podcast's softly spoken hosts, Aaron and Justin, 
who pick through famous (and some not so well-known) crime 
cases and conspiracy theories with fine-toothed combs. Brilliantly 
researched, the duo offer up their own theories and opinions to 
fill gaps in between 'what is known' in each case. The presenters 
manage some light humour yet maintain a professional and 
respectful honesty with each horrific or tragic event their stories 
uncover. Don't listen to this alone, or at night. Or alone at night.

Stand-Out Episode: Episode 226-227, The Night Stalker, Parts 1+2
The image of The Night Stalker creeping into a hotel room and 
remaining still enough to let his eyes adjust to the light while his 
soon-to-be victims slept is terror personified.

https://open.spotify.com/show/4V3K3zyD0k789eaSWFXzhc?si=bDL2whm9TSGDlKMQo_aRBQ
https://open.spotify.com/show/0miIzhfS65VI7nP407slAb?si=dksm91WURluvRnnqppZBLg
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S-Town
From the producers of one of the world's most successful and 
listened-to podcasts, Serial, comes the story of the investigation 
into an alleged murder in Woodstock, Alabama. Brian Reed receives 
an intriguing email from one John B. McLemore, detailing how he 
believes there has been a murder and cover-up operation carried 
out by members of his community. A compelling seven-episode 
series, S-Town delivers not only a superb narrative arc, but also 
succeeds in capturing the atmosphere of rural Alabama; while also 
conveying McLemore's disillusionment and distrust of not only his 
neighbours, but also the global population.
Stand-Out Episode: Episode II- "Has anybody called you?"
A twist that genuinely packs an emotional punch means you'll 
remember where you were when you heard this episode.

https://play.acast.com/s/stownpodcast
https://open.spotify.com/show/2dqAED4QaN2Q2zsCiBlRhg?si=zx-XaQsGRfOv0NfR2MQOZg
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http://www.transgressiverecords.com/
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WHAT’S YOUR MUM 
LISTENING TO?

HOLY MOTHER OF POD //

HERE AT THE PODBIBLE WE WANT TO SHOW THAT 
PODCASTS ARE FOR EVERYONE, NOT JUST HIP, 
YOUNG, TECH SAVVY KIDS. SO EACH MONTH WE 
WILL BE GETTING PODCAST RECOMMENDATIONS 
FROM SOMEONE’S MOTHER. THIS MONTH WE HAVE 
JENNY MEADS FROM STANFORD LE HOPE.

NO SUCH THING AS A FISH 
The 4 QI elves come up with 
a fact each and contribute to 
each other’s facts! Did you 
know that Henry 7th’s bed, 
possibly used to conceive 
Henry 8th, was used in A 
Carry On film? Or that Dyson 
Air Blades line the corridors 
in the recent Star Trek film?? 
(Ep 248). I’m currently looking into going to 
one of their live shows!

My favourite Quick Fix is the RHOD GILBERT 
PODCAST. This is “the best bits” from his 
Radio Wales show and never fails to make me 
laugh!! Rhod and his wife are usually joined by 
at least one other comedian. I always promise 

myself I will listen to the radio 
show live but never quite get 
around to it although I have 
seen some of the guests at 
the Edinburgh Fringe.

Before/after a visit to the 
cinema I like to dip into THE 
CINEMILE, I love to hear 
Dave, Cathy and occasional 

guests (especially Cathy’s Mum!) discuss 
the film they have just watched, particularly 
when their views are different!! Also 
SOUNDTRACKING WITH EDITH BOWMAN 
which gives a great insight into the music 
in/around a film. Both of these along with 
KERMODE & MAYO’S FILM REVIEW have 
inspired many trips to the cinema!

mailto: info@podbible.com
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https://twitter.com/sessionclub
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ADVERTISE 
YOUR

PODCAST
HERE

WANT TO SPREAD THE WORD OF YOUR SHOW 
TO A NEW AUDIENCE OF PODCAST FANS?

GET IN TOUCH TO DISCUSS FULL
AND HALF PAGE ADVERTISING OPTIONS

LOOKING FOR NEW LISTENERS?

mailto: info@podbiblemag.com
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https://open.spotify.com/show/6uUXok3Nl1H32YHb7rkt3x?si=ZUNSwldzSvSNj9mIQ4OdIg
https://love-beer.co.uk/
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WIN FREE BEER!

1  FOLLOW POD BIBLE ON TWITTER

2 TWEET US YOUR FAVOURITE PODCAST

3 USE THE HASHTAG #PODBIBLECOMP

COMPETITION //

TO BE IN WITH A CHANCE OF WINNING A BOX OF 
PREMIUM CRAFT BEERS FROM OUR FRIENDS AT 
LOVE BEER, SIMPLY DO THE FOLLOWING:

COMPETITION CLOSES MARCH 15TH 2019. 
WINNER ANNOUNCED VIA PODBIBLE SOCIAL MEDIA 

ACCOUNTS THEREAFTER. @PODBIBLE
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https://twitter.com/PinkToothbrush_
https://open.spotify.com/show/5TjV1wrXsMldn17yPv8PFx
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THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH 

ISSUE #002 IN APRIL FEATURING AN 
INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD HERRING!

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, SPOTIFY, ADAM BUXTON, CRAIG PARKINSON, JAYDE 
ADAMS, JASON REED, BUDDY PEACE, JAMES HASKELL, JENNY MEADS, ALIX FOX, JOE 

DUCARREAUX, LOVE BEER, SCROOBIUS PIP, STU WHIFFEN AND HANNAH RICHARDSON

@podbible

https://open.spotify.com/show/3oA9wPwzqs0cY6rsEOeAbx?si=COqXJA12Riep5i9XBS4deA
http://mynameisad.co.uk
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https://leicestersquaretheatre.ticketsolve.com/shows/873492663
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